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PNM Phase I Office Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico
This building is the first phase of a 3-phase office building development to be constructed
around Public Service Company's (PNM) 15 year old headquarters tower . This total development is called Alvarado Square and incorporates landscaped open space, fountains, and
elevated pedestrian walkways (skyways).
The building has 293,739 gross square feet, including public spaces, banks, restaurants,
speciality shops, atrium, and office space. This building connects to the older headquarters at
the 5th, 6th , and 7th floors with a 30' foot long, 3-level glass enclosed bridge.
It was the Owners desire that this structure be a keystone to downtown redevelopment, and
that it create exciting people oriented spaces. These spaces include a 125' high atrium which
has glass elevators , escalators, plants, skylights, and a fountain. A skylit skywa y connects the
atrium to a parking structure, with restaurants and shops along the way .
Ground level has banks, restaurants, and an exterior plaza. The plaza features a splashing
fountain with integral ceramic cooling towers , landscaped seating areas, trees, and an
elevated outside cafe.
The 8-story structure lies horizontally and spans the street using air rights. East window treatment blocks out the sun at all times except early winter mornings , and the stepping southwest
walls shade glass below most of the time.
The office space incorporates the open office concept for maximum flexibility. Speech privacy
is achieved with acoustical screens, high performance ceiling, and electronic sound masking .
Computer controlled parabolic light fixtures are used for energy conservation. The executive
offices on the 8th floor are full-height partitions.
Energy conservation is achieved in many ways. An underground thermal storage system has a
capacity of 600,000 gallons. This system stores chilled water that is generated during off-peak
power usage periods as well as chilled water generated by the 5,400 square feet of flat plate
solar collectors mounted on the south end of the building. It also stores heated water from the
heat recovery heat pump system or the solar collectors. With the use of a patented flexible
membrane, the same tank can store either heated or chilled water with different temperatures
at the same time, and in varying amounts. The entire building is heated with the heat
recovery heat pump system and the solar collectors.
A computerized building automation system maintains and monitors all operations involving
heatin g, cooling, ventilating, and fire alarm central control.
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Jury Comments
Th e important beginning of an urbanistic
concept to develop linked ped estrianoriented environme nts within cit y blocks, as
we ll as co nnec ting olde r and new er
buildings . Th e buildin g respon ds to climatic
concerns creati ng interestin g building forms
and spaces.
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